
Enslavement via Taxation 
Using the Illusion of Debt to Control Nations: 

 
The info below is copied from its source at ISDA (International Swaps and 
Derivatives Association) - we did not make this up. 
 
The excerpt below is from an article posted at this link, 
http://www.marketoracle.co.uk/Article33140.html and we wish it was 
mandatory reading for everyone! 
 
It starts out a little technical, but if you gloss over the technical stuff you will get 
to one fascinating conclusion. If banks can simply "give" each other over 
$32 Trillion - that's definitely a "T" - Trillion in the year 2011 alone, simply 
by "forgiving each other's debts" and "self-approving" the process via their very 
own (themselves) regulatory body called ISDA, then it must surely be getting 
clear to even the thickest heads, that banks are genuinely corrupt, and their 
primary business is not to make money in the form of "profit", but to use the free 
money they literally 'make', a.k.a. - print (at our expense mind you), as a tool to 
control and manipulate entire nations.  
 
Its called enslavement via taxation, and it actually works best in so-called 
"free" countries like America, Britain, France, etc., where the delusional citizens 
have become addicted to maintaining their blind faith in such nonsense as 
democracy, freedom of speech, capitalism, free enterprise, patriotism, etc., not 
because any of those fantasies are actually true, but simply because it would be 
really nice if they were (- but they're not). The pretence of those "ideals" are 
merely the benefits package offered to the citizen/slaves by the money masters.  
 
It’s the cost of doing business - keep happy slaves because it’s easier than 
keeping miserable ones. Tell them they are free, living in a democracy, enjoying 
capitalism, can speak freely, and proud to be patriots - they will believe all of 
these nice things, because they are nice, not because they are true - they're 
not. They are idiots and idiots believe nice things. Organize and manipulate 
their governments, elected from within the great pool of idiots, so that these 
elected idiots will administer programs that appear to support these great ideals, 
and the result is the greatest illusion in man's history. 
 
“Whoever controls the volume of money in our country is absolute master 
of all industry and commerce…and when you realize that the entire 
system is very easily controlled, one way or another, by few powerful men 
at the top, you will not have to be told how periods of inflation and 



depression originate.” – President James Garfield, 2 weeks before his 
assassination. (Surely it’s just coincidence - and of course it’s also just coincidence that 
both Lincoln and Kennedy were assassinated shortly after announcing they wanted to take 
the money printing control away from the banks and give it back to the governments of the 
people for the people, rather than leave it in the hands of the banks for the banks at the 
expense of the people.) 
 
Most people in the United States (and elsewhere) have long suspected that a 
“shadow government” exists and that the real power in the country resides in 
that dark location, not in our elected government. The citizens instinctively know 
that our elected officials are really nothing more than the hired servants of the 
money masters and are beholden to them if they wish to retain their positions of 
power.  
 

  A quick look at the curtain which they hide   
  behind, reveals one shadowy organization that  
  represents the interests of these money  
  masters, the International Swaps and  
  Derivatives Association also known as ISDA.  

 
The officers and directors of this organization include some of the largest hedge 
funds and most of the major banks in the world including the largest banks in 
the United States. One of the purposes of the ISDA is determine if a “credit 
event” is actually a default. If a “credit event” is declared to be a default, then 
Credit Default Swap (CDS) contracts come into play 

. . . . the total value of Credit Default Swaps for 2011 is a staggering 
$32.409 TRILLION dollars! That is $32 TRILLION, with a “T”! When you cut 
through the smooth speak, more commonly the "crap", "Credit Default 
Swaps" merely mean "mutually agreed gifts", in spite of whatever crafty 
wording banksters use in an attempt to confuse or complicate the issue. 

This reality is not difficult to determine, verify and to understand - its actually 
barely above the Sesame Street level of stuff. The truth is so very obvious and 
so simple, it is simply ridiculous that the mainstream media either cannot grasp 
it, or refuses to admit it. It’s also ridiculous and even disgraceful that most of our 
citizenry/slaves are so blinded by their faith in money, that they also seem to 
have a hard time getting it. Apparently the lure of the benefits package is too 
tempting to resist, for the many happy, but unwittingly enslaved idiots we love 
and call our neighbours.  



Wisdom wrote in days of old, that "the love of money is the root of all evil". It did 
not proclaim that the love, or lust for money was the root of "some" of the evil, 
but of ALL of the evil. That same wisdom proclaims a warning that most of us in 
this day and age "have left their first love", meaning they have left, or 
abandoned their faith in their Creator. This is the one single thing that has 
"deceived almost the whole world". We have not all been deceived by false 
religions, or fiction legal systems, although many have, but almost the whole 
world has been blinded by the power of fiction money. The whole world 
worships money. 

So easily has it been for evil to tempt us with money. The whole world lusts for 
money, and more money. The whole world displays an absolute blind faith in 
money - money is their first love, and banksters don't just know this, they 
depend upon it to control us. None of us will ever experience even the slightest 
amount of freedom, so long as money continues to be our first love. It is this 
very money that we lust for, that we worship, that enslaves us.  

Banksters create money in the form of credit out of nothing - at zero cost - then 
they literally con, threaten and manipulate our governments into "borrowing" it. 
Our governments then of course go out and enjoy spending it, so they in turn 
must tax us to repay it. Then the cycle is repeated, over and over and over 
again, keeping us continually enslaved to taxes. Taxes to repay fiction loans to 
very real banksters that never produced or sold anything in the history of 
banking, yet somehow created sufficient wealth to "loan" hundreds of Billions of 
dollars to every country on the planet.  

This is where you ask the Sesame Street question; "Which one of these things 
does not belong?" The answer to that question, is of course, banksters. The 
truth is, banksters are akin to hucksters, grifters, con-artists, hustlers, tricksters, 
and most notably, magicians - they are all about the illusion that their free-to-
create-fiction-money, somehow takes on extreme but inexplicable value, simply 
upon and because they "loan" it to you or to me, or to our governments. That 
illusion, and only that illusion, is what has enslaved literally Billions of people on 
this planet. Exposing that equally obvious, yet admittedly veiled Sesame Street 
illusion, is indeed the one and only truth that shall set you free.  

You are the slave of the one you worship. If you lust for money, you are 
money's slave. If, like almost the whole world, you have blind faith in money, 
you are money's slave. If you love your Creator and have faith in His words that 
the lust for money is the root of all evil, then you will be worshipping your 
Creator.  



Even if you wish to be an Atheist, the same Sesame Street level truth about 
banksters, is still the only truth that can set you free from enslavement through 
taxation. And if there remains anyone that still holds even a tiny element of faith 
in the banksters' debt money, please explain what they produced or sold that 
enabled them to have so much wealth that the entire world of real producers 
finds itself in massive debt to them? (To help with your answer, you may request a 
copy of a previous article wherein we clearly establish that every country in the world is in 
massive public debt - and all to the non-producers called banks.)  

We hope you will investigate these issues and satisfy yourselves as to what you 
will choose. Will you choose to go along with the status-quo, with the crowd that 
holds a blind faith in the illusion of money, or will you choose to share this truth 
and to do everything you can to help expose this illusion that enslaves so many 
of our brothers?  

May the fullness of our Father's peace and joy be upon you on this most 
wonderful day He has blessed us with!  

 


